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Free Essay: Women in the French Revolution The French Revolution was a time of cast conflict that dramatically altered
the political and social.

All women received from the Revolution were the law that allowed them to divorce their husbands in  The
Triumph of Liberty Although no one has completed a statistical study of female figures in revolutionary art,
even a cursory review shows many more depictions of women as allegorical figures than of women in their
actual roles of the time. Various key sources indefinitely establish that the that the needs of French Canadians
were not met, which will be proven through an in depth analysis of Quebecois Nationalism, Heritage Problems
in Quebec, as well as impending a During these times monarchies were running on thin ice as the people
began to lose faith in their rulers. Incredibly important actions were being implemented in the drive towards
the rights of citizens. The monarchies lack of social reliance was a cause of both of these events to occur. As
part of her call, she claimed that the right to bear arm would transform women into citizens. Also, they took up
causes in the demonstrations, protests, and bread riots. Women participated in the French Revolution in many
ways: they demonstrated at crucial political moments, stood in interminable bread lines, made bandages for
the war effort, visited their relatives in jail, supported their government-approved clergyman or hid one of
those who refused to take the loyalty oath , and wrote all manner of letters and petitions about government
policies. As soon as the government gained control of the situation, it arrested many rioters, prohibited women
from entering the galleries of its meeting place and from attending any kind of political assembly or even
gathering in groups of more than five in the street. At the end of the decade of revolution, a well-known writer,
Constance Pipelet, offered her views on its impact on women. The tactics and expectations created by the
leaders of the French Revolution were the ideas and actions that initiated and created ideas that were made
during the Haitian Revolution At this point the Jacobins controlled the government; they dissolved the Society
of Revolutionary Republican Women, and decreed that all women's clubs and associations were illegal. As a
result, no individual ever enjoyed the symbolic status accorded George Washington, say, in the new United
States. The kind of punishment received during the Revolution included public denouncement, arrest,
execution, or exile. To answer this question, one must first understand the main purpose of the revolution,
which was reform. The revolutionaries faced many tough decisions with consequences that were beyond the
scope of human understanding. Their participation almost always proved controversial, as women 's status in
the family, society, and politics had long been a subject of great debate. What crimes are committed in thy
name! Counter-revolutionary women[ edit ] A major aspect of the French Revolution was the
dechristianisation movement, a movement that many common people did not agree with. The English Civil
War spanned from to , while the French Revolution occurred from to  The most popular figure was Liberty,
who became, in effect, the preferred symbol of the French Revolution. It was the men who defined these
categories, and women were forced to accept male domination in the political sphere. Although the basis for
these ideas were dependent on individual, societal, and state communities of thought, they demanded a marked
divergence from feudal subsistence practices. So, because they were defined by their sex, wom en were seen
as physically weaker than men. The last key player is a man by the name of Prudhomme. These disturbances
came to a head in the last major popular insurrections of the Revolution when bread rations dropped from one
and a half pounds per person in March to one-eighth of a pound in Aprilâ€”May and rioting broke out.
Citizens from all classes contributed in the events that took place during the revolution, even occasionally
women and children They had spent huge sums of money on the French and Indian War, and the king and
nobility consumed much money to keep up with their lavish lifestyles. Women had a very difficult time
arguing their points but there are still sources today that help establish how these women were treated and how
they were doing their best to end the tyrannical oppression forced upon them by men in their society. Many of
the women of the Revolution were even publicly executed for "conspiring against the unity and the
indivisibility of the Republic". Not only was political power only in the hands of property-owning citizens, but
women were continuously denied the same rights as men, and slavery was an ongoing battle amongst French
territories. This led to a reduction in famine and subsequent increase in survival rates and population numbers
Writing a number of articles on women in society, Louis de Jaucourt criticized traditional roles for women,
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arguing that "it would be difficult to demonstrate that the husband's rule comes from nature, in as much as this
principle is contrary to natural human equality Although the majority of English Canadians have tried to
reconcile with the French by making numerous attempts to mend the relationship, questions relating to the
needs of French Canadians still exists today. The figure stands for "the country," which in French is a female
noun la patrie. In many ways the French Revolution itself was a turning point for both France and humanity as
it paved the way for both human rights and one of the most controversial emperors in history Due to this
oversight, many women as well as some men began to challenge exactly who deserved these rights and
demanded equality for all women. While she did not focus on gender politics in her writings, by taking an
active role in the tumultuous time of the Revolution, Roland took a stand for women of the time and proved
they could take an intelligent active role in politics. They were considered "passive" citizens; forced to rely on
men to determine what was best for them in the government. An artist signaled their symbolic status by
dressing them in Roman or Greek garb or even by showing them half naked. Harsh economic conditions
brought high taxes and bad harvests resulted in suffering for the revolutionary women. It did nothing of the
kind. Organized women were permanently shut out of the French Revolution after October 30,  Although the
picture is filled with ordinary people of the time, including many women, it emphasizes symbolically "the
country in danger" through a gigantic female figure with her breasts exposed.


